Dear Diary,
This week me and my class have had a wonderful time.
On Monday,
We did a lesson on RE and it was our post-unit quiz (our last quiz for
RE). Me and the class did spectacular job for this quiz. Then, in art,
we started to do our portraits inspired learning. We followed the
steps and it turned out brilliantly. In computing, we did a ‘do now’
of arranging ourselves in eye colours. We had to do the pros and
cons of creating a book when the people are distanced.
On Tuesday,
We went swimming and we surprised the swimming instructors with
chocolates and a car (made by Roman Schofield). In swimming, it
was our last swimming with Mrs McGrath. We did lots of fun
activities in swimming (races and challenges).
Also Alvin is now called by his birth name Tapiwanashe.
In English we did two lessons in one day. In one lesson we did
imperitive verbs (bossy verbs) and in the other lesson we did
expanded noun phrases. We did a warm write and it was a poem
inspired by Benjamin Zephaniah. In the afternoon (for art), we
used pastels to colour in our portraits from Monday.
On Wednesday,
We had a Windrush celebration to embed all the learning that we
have participated in during our History learning, we played steel
drums and some people came to teach and play the steel drums
with us, 10 children participated during the 20-minute session. It
was soooo much fun! In the afternoon, we ate some more
Caribbean food, curried chicken, fried dumplings, rice, plantains,
patties, bun and hardo bread.
At half past three we took part in a Christmas concert for our
parents.
On Thursday

We did our hot write and we wrote a poem inspired by Benjamin
Zephaniah. When we were done we had some time to relax and
then it was play time. Then we had snack for 25 more minutes and
at twelve o’clock we are did a reading survey. Also, some children
did an atmosphere experiment, it looked interesting, they
explained it to the rest of the class.
On Friday
We had a party to celebrate it being Christmas and to celebrate
Mrs McGrath’s last day ever in Woodthorpe, we will miss her so
much, but are looking forward to Miss Hill teaching us.
Eskander’s and Ibtisam’s mum brought in party bags for us, we
appreciated them so much, thank you!
Have a wonderful Christmas and we look forward to seeing you in
2022.

Bye for now…

